§ 0. Introduction
§ 1. Preliminaries
The reader is supposed to have enough knowledge of stable model theory and stable group theory. Especially we assume the reader is accustomed to handling the independence relation in the sense of non-forking. Throughout G is an co-stable structure including the group structure (G, •). We assume G is sufficiently saturated. (This assumption is trivial, since we can extend G to a model with a sufficiently large saturation.) If A is a subset of G, <^4)> denotes the group generated by A.
RM(p) is the Moley rank of a formula <p. A type p^S(A) is called a generic type if it has the maximum rank among the types in S(A) (i.e. RMCp)=max{RM(0): q^S(A)}).
We assume RM(G) is finite. A formula <p is said to be strongly minimal if RM(y>) = l and deg(9?)=l. We say simply a type p is strongly regular if p is stationary and strongly regular. It is well-known that an cy-stable theory is Hi-categorical if and only if it is unidimensional. We use this fact freely.
Our main tool is ZiFber's Indecomposability Theorem in [7] . It states that if AiC.G(i e/) are indecomposable subsets containing 1 5 then the group <^g-> g -e / generated by ^4/s is definable and connected. The fact that the indecomposability is preserved by endomorphism is also important. § 2. Main Theorem
In this section, we introduce the notion of ^-solvability and *-nilpotency» We proves Aversions of the results in [6] . First we need the following definitions: 
Lemma 2.2. Let E be a set of endomorphisms of G and H an indecomposable subset of G. Then the group generated by : C = {f(a)-a~l: f^E f atEH} is indecomposable (connected).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for E= {/} . By way of a contradiction, suppose that Cis not indecomposable. Then there are a^'-â nd a definable group NdG such that Suppose that n is chosen to be minimal. Let g e G be an arbitrary element. The last line follows from the triviality of the action. Hence Hence C dd^Nq and so C is indecomposable.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that G is an *-nilpotent group of finite Morley rank. Then: (1) G is ^^categorical; or (2) There is a definable ^-central subgroup G* of G with RM(G*)>2
Proof. We can assume G is connected. First we work under the assumption that there are two mutually orthogonal strongly minimal types p and q. By adding constants to the language we can assume/? and q are pure types. Choose strongly minimal and indecomposable formulas d e= p and e e= q. #, +1 -jy y+1 -{1} . 
In the proof of Theorem 2.3, the condition that * is an action was necessary only for proving that the set C a = {x: x*a=a} is a group. Thus we have: H a is also a finite group. Now choose a non-algebraic element h^H. Let a be an arbitrary element in N-N Q and set b=h*a. Then the set : x*a = b} is included in h*H a which is finite. Hence h is algebraic over {a, b}dN. This is a contradiction, since we are assuming acl(7V r )nacl(jy r )Cacl(0). Thus (3) (and (4)) holds, and we have a group of Morley rank 2 which is ^-trivial. Now consider the case when there is the unique generic type modulo orthogonality. The remainder of the present proof is almost identical with that of Theorem 2.3. So we give only a sketch. Let I=(ai) be a Morley sequence of atypej?. Define:
If every/? has b{ with RM(frj) = l, then G is unidimensional, hence K^categor-ical. So suppose that there is a rank 2 type p such that (a*b)-b~l is algebraic, for every a A b realizing /? (2) .
Hence Then Tis an ^-trivial group of Morley rank > 2.
